1965 thru 1967 Impala Classic Update Kit firewall modification template
This Classic Update Series kit is based on the 1968 and later GM bulkhead assembly which has a different mounting footprint than the earlier 1965 - 67 bulkhead connectors.

Therefore, it will be necessary to modify the firewall of the 1965 - 67 Chevy Fullsize cars to accept the 1968 and later design bulkhead. This template will be used for that purpose.
The white area should be cut out with a razor knife to define the area of material that needs to be removed from the existing bulkhead area. We suggest that this template be glued to
stiff cardboard or a thin piece of plastic or be applied directly to the cleaned firewall on the inside of the car then proceed as follows:
1. Position the template against the firewall aligning the top, bottom, and left hand edges of the template with the top, bottom, and left hand edges of the original bulkhead opening
hole in the firewall.
2. Trace the opening area onto the existing firewall bulkhead and cut out and remove the necessary material in that opening area.
3. Drill the two 0.125 holes for the new fusebox mounting screws.
4. Mount the fusebox assembly from the passenger compartment side, then check the fit into the new bulkhead firewall opening hole. It may be necessary to do some fine tuning on
the hole area with a file for an exact fit.
5. Attach the new fusebox assembly and dash harness to the firewall in the new bulkhead firewall opening using the enclosed fusebox retaining screws to complete the installation.
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